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Fundamentals matter.



What do professional athletes 
work on over and over?



The things they were taught in 
the beginning of their career.



Stance, grip, alignment for golfers.



Shooting form, dribbling, 
layups for basketball players.



They don’t spend much time on 
the highlight reel stuff.



https://twitter.com/DaliaShea/status/1367827097109078019

https://twitter.com/DaliaShea/status/1367827097109078019


There are any number of paths 
to become a software engineer.



Comp Sci undergrad degrees.



Boot camps.



Self taught.



Doesn’t really matter.



But there is a huge gulf 
between what we teach you…



And what you need to be successful.



What we teach you in a  
comp sci program.

What we teach you 
 in a boot camp.

What we really need you to know.



Sorry about that!



Fundamental goals are different.



Undergrad programs prepare 
you for…graduate programs.



Algorithms, language design, 
compiler theory, OS.



Boot camps cram specifics into 
a *very* short time frame.



Frameworks, language du jour.



More practical? Maybe. 
More transitory? Maybe.



Some of these bootcamps 
are run by Universities!



🤔



#probablyfine



Mostly, we teach you how to code.



You learn a language or three.



Become familiar with our good 
friends foo and bar.



https://twitter.com/corneil/status/1431133997124423680

https://twitter.com/corneil/status/1431133997124423680


Learn a bit about debugging.



But a lot of important things are 
left out. For various reasons.



Time for one.



Undergrad degree might put you at 
an advantage…for a year or two.



But things usually even out.



Don’t forger, the “traditional” 
undergrad comp sci program? 



Didn’t exist at most schools 
until relatively recently.



And early on, they were 
often math heavy…



Some people think math 
aptitude is required.



It isn’t.



https://twitter.com/adammgrant/status/1406978898181636099

https://twitter.com/adammgrant/status/1406978898181636099




There’s one other key component…



https://twitter.com/EmilyKager/status/1378009547734802433

https://twitter.com/EmilyKager/status/1378009547734802433


Never apologize for how you 
became a developer.



Ultimately it is about problem 
solving, tinkering, creativity.



If you have the mindset, 
you have it. Period.



Never forget, you know more 
(about something) than someone…



And someone knows more 
(about something) than you…



Critical we learn from mistakes.



We must talk about 
them. Share them.



Some companies are 
better at this than others.





https://twitter.com/bjorn_fahller/status/1357432836656156673

https://twitter.com/bjorn_fahller/status/1357432836656156673


https://twitter.com/spencerbgibb/status/1423086677375991809

https://twitter.com/spencerbgibb/status/1423086677375991809


Needs to come from 
senior people too!



Create a safe environment.



https://twitter.com/editingemily/status/1405700159967678464

https://twitter.com/editingemily/status/1405700159967678464


https://twitter.com/mzabriskie/status/1438269818646396930

https://twitter.com/mzabriskie/status/1438269818646396930


Not easy mind you.



So what don’t we teach you?



How to work with others.



How to read code.



How to write code for 
other humans.



Perfect is the enemy of the good.



How to test.



What to test.



Why to test!



How to solve problems.



How to figure out what our 
customer really wants.



How to work with legacy code.



We teach (mostly) on green field.



Much like your physics teacher 
saying “ignore air resistance”. 



That doesn’t work so 
great in the real world.



We (mostly) work with existing, 
some would say, heritage apps.



In school, projects are short, a 
few months, maybe less.



In the real world? Projects don’t end.



Ok, like art, it is done 
when it is abandoned!



Code spends most of its life in 
the maintenance phase.



And our first exposure is almost 
always live fire exercises.



So what does it mean to be a 
software engineer?



It’s far more than 
banging out code.



Reading code.



Despite the way we teach…



You’ll spend far more time 
reading code than writing it.



Yet we jump right into writing.



Not how you’d learn 
French or Italian is it?



https://twitter.com/adammgrant/status/1406978898181636099

https://twitter.com/adammgrant/status/1406978898181636099




Reading code is practically a 
developer’s nightmare.



😡



(╯°□°)╯︵ ┻━┻



Why do we dislike 
other’s code so much?



When we read someone’s code, 
we have two problems.



We need to understand the 
domain, the problem at hand.



And we have to see that 
problem through another’s eyes.



It is the later that often 
frustrates us the most.



We’ve all read some code and 
wondered “what idiot wrote this?”



Only for you to realize…you 
were the idiot the wrote this!



https://twitter.com/pawpoise/status/38010102002888704

https://twitter.com/pawpoise/status/38010102002888704


We’re also dealing with 
patches on top of patches.



Often made with inadequate 
time or understanding.



Ship it!



There’s also the IKEA effect. 



We place a higher value on 
things we’ve created.



One study found people would pay 
63% more if they assembled it.



🤔



The mere-exposure effect.



Familiarity may breed contempt…



But we tend to prefer 
things we are familiar with.



Part of the dogmatism around 
programming languages.



Developers tend to think time began 
with the first language learned.



“Why does Java need these 
new fangled Lambdas?”



🤔



Blub paradox.





Languages exist along a 
power continuum.



Looking down the axis, you see 
languages missing key features!



How could anyone be 
productive without that?!?



Looking up the continuum, you 
see weird languages.



And features you don’t use 
(since they don’t exist in Blub!)



We tend to get attached to a 
language and stick with it.



Be careful here.





Important to look at 
other languages.



Consider learning a new 
language every year or two.





Even if you don’t use them in 
your day to day work.



Learning Ruby/Python/Haskel/Lisp/
Rust/Go will change how you code.



The more languages you know, 
the easier it is to learn another.



You have more things to 
compare it to.



Oh, that’s like this in Ruby 
and that in JavaScript.



Diversity makes us stronger.



How do you approach 
a new code base?



Start with the team.



What would you say…
you do here?



Are there any docs?



https://twitter.com/ikiba/status/1485971326984724480

https://twitter.com/ikiba/status/1485971326984724480


https://twitter.com/aweary/status/1484173653872984068

https://twitter.com/aweary/status/1484173653872984068


Are there any diagrams?



Are there any tests?



Documentation and diagrams.



Documentation often misleads…



–Jeff Atwood

“No matter what the documentation says, 
the source code is the ultimate truth, the 
best and most definitive and up-to-date 
documentation you're likely to find. ”

https://blog.codinghorror.com/learn-to-read-the-source-luke/

https://blog.codinghorror.com/learn-to-read-the-source-luke/




No documentation? Consider 
creating some as you learn.



What should we document?



What does your service do?



How does it work?



What does it depend on?



Ever say something like “the 
documentation is useless”?



https://twitter.com/ntschutta/status/1314636196270739457

https://twitter.com/ntschutta/status/1314636196270739457


It doesn’t have to be.



Golden rule!



Do it for those that come after you.



Don’t forget, sometimes *you* are 
the person that comes after you!



How long does it take for a new team 
member to be productive? Weeks?



Months?



Solid onboarding guide.



Make sure it is updated.



Documentation should 
be easy to find.



Probably a website/wiki.



Documentation is often out of 
date. It doesn’t have to be.



Updating the wiki should be 
part of the developer workflow.



Consider a simple (low 
ceremony) template.



Description - what does your 
service do? Don’t skimp here.



An architectural diagram or three.



Contact information as well as 
the on call rotation.



Links to helpful things like the repo, 
dashboard link, on call book.



FAQ.



Onboarding/development guide.



Coding standards.



Development pipeline.



Whatever helps the 
team understand.



Everyone should “get it” and be able 
to describe it. So have them do it.



Shouldn’t be a static thing!



Documentation should be reviewed 
along with the architecture.



Speaking of diagrams…



Diagrams don’t compile.





Provides context.



Understand and 
manage complexity.



Decompose the problem.



Predict quality attributes.



AKA the ilities or non 
functional requirements.



Design for certain quality attributes.



Some organizations require it!



Can be a blessing and a curse…



Can help during software 
archaeology expeditions.



Assuming it’s accurate…



Useful for education.



Assuming it’s accurate…



Knowledge transfer.



Assuming it’s accurate…



Should architectural diagrams 
be kept up to date?



How permanent are they?



Diagrams generally have an 
expiration date…



It’s OK to throw a diagram away.



Whiteboards make for 
excellent modeling tools.



Find yourself drawing it 
again and again?



Might be time to formalize it.



Or just take a picture.



Speaking of tools…



The message matters.



Not the tool.



If you really like a tool 
and it helps you, use it.



But don’t let it hold you back.



Paper and pencil work.



Whiteboards work.



When in doubt, keep it simple.



What’s better?



No diagram?



Or one that lies?



Communication!



Helps us tell the story.



If the team doesn’t understand it…



They can’t build it.



Don’t forget a key!



https://mobile.twitter.com/simonbrown/status/1080389551842095105

https://mobile.twitter.com/simonbrown/status/1080389551842095105


https://twitter.com/mtnygard/status/1079471792291491840

https://twitter.com/mtnygard/status/1079471792291491840






Read the code. Sorry.



Software archeology time!



Roll up your sleeves and root 
around your codebase.



Look for (apologies Isaac Newton) 
smoother pebbles and prettier shells.



Code structure.



How is the code organized? 
It is organized…right?



😬





Poke around, get a sense for 
the code, how it fits together.



Read the tests!





Run the application.



What does it do?



Can you map that 
back to the code?



Find a landmark. “I know the 
code does X, let’s find that.”



–Sunny Beatteay

“Mental models are built piece by piece. 
Code should be read the same way.”

https://medium.com/launch-school/how-to-read-source-
code-without-ripping-your-hair-out-e066472bbe8d

https://medium.com/launch-school/how-to-read-source-code-without-ripping-your-hair-out-e066472bbe8d
https://medium.com/launch-school/how-to-read-source-code-without-ripping-your-hair-out-e066472bbe8d


https://twitter.com/KentBeck/status/1354418068869398538

https://twitter.com/KentBeck/status/1354418068869398538


Work your way backwards.



Debuggers to the rescue.



Breakpoints for fun and profit!



Speaking of which…



Don’t assume the 
code is doing X.



Confirm it.



Take the time it takes 
so it takes less time.



– Archilochus

“We don't rise to the level of 
our expectations, we fall to the 
level of our training.”



Exceptions can mislead.



Catching Exception and 
assuming it had to be…



Trust…but verify.



Not all code is organized…



Or uses meaningful variable names.



Use your editor.



Use your SCM.





Rinse and repeat!



That’s cool but we do 
microservices.



We use Kotlin.



We use Angular or React.



Cool, cool, cool.





How do you improve your 
code reading skills?



High quantity of high 
quality examples.



Seek out and read well written code.



OSS strikes again!















What do you like about the 
code? What don’t you like?



What would you change to 
make it more readable?



What would you have 
done differently? Why?



The more code you’ve read, the 
easier it is…to read code.



No different than reading prose.



ALL CAPS IS 10% SLOWER!



Why?



We scan for shapes.



ALL CAPS?



Just a bunch of rectangles…





Gaining expertise takes time.



There is a giant bucket of things 
we don’t know we know.



Hidden, essential knowledge.



Experts build that up over years.



How do they pass that 
knowledge along?



Especially if they can’t verbalize 
what they do or how they do it?



They just know?!?



Apprentice model.



Apprenticeships date 
back to the Middle Ages.



Still common today in certain fields.



There aren’t any shortcuts.



Sorry.



It does get easier over time!



And you will get faster.



Virtuous cycle!



You don’t have to take 
my word for it.













Writing code.



Obviously we write code.



Maybe too much!



Has someone else 
solved this already?



Is there a library you can leverage?



Could it be a language feature?



If you think there should be 
an easier way, look for it.



What is good code?





I know it when I see it.



Very subjective thing!



https://www.osnews.com/story/19266/wtfsm/

https://www.osnews.com/story/19266/wtfsm/


We all know bad code right?



Sniffable.





Aren’t always problematic.



Requires investigation.



Smell of the week?



We don’t write bad code…



Always that other person…



“Hello, my name is Nate 
and I write s#@!&y code.”



Metrics can help.



Cyclomatic complexity.



Source code analyzers.



SonarQube, PMD, JDepend, 
CodeScene, CodeRush, Checkstyle.



The list goes on and on!



Change Risk Analysis 
and Predictions.



Cyclomatic complexity 
vs. code coverage. 



Simple code? Lower coverage 
is…less problematic.



Complicated code? Better have 
high code coverage!



With a reasonable ceiling on 
complexity mind you.



And it isn’t 83.



Hawthorne effect.



People modify their behavior 
because they’re observed.



That can be used to our advantage.



Want more code coverage? 
Prominently display coverage stats.



Be careful with metrics.





Link metrics to goals.



Focus on trends.



Favor short time horizons.



Adapt and adjust!



Less is more.



Small code bases are your friend.



Microservices and functions!



Monoliths often have dictionary 
sized getting started guides.



Build times measured in 
phases of the moon.



It can take months for a new 
developer to get up to speed.



What was your longest stretch to 
get to productive team member?



Smaller scope === less to get 
your head wrapped around.



The 0th Law of Computer Science:



High cohesion, low coupling…



Boilerplate is evil.



Even if it is generated.



Short classes - few pages.



What do you mean by short?



Definitely language dependent.



Some languages are more 
verbose than other.



Do you have to scroll? 
Might be too long.



Short methods.



Think single digit lines of code.



Do one thing, do it well.



Linux like - pipe simple things 
together to get complex results.



Say what you do. Don’t be clever.



Naming is hard.



“Object Calisthenics”



One level of indent.



No else statements.



https://twitter.com/mfeathers/status/292509590757376

https://twitter.com/mfeathers/status/292509590757376


One dot per line.



No abbreviations.



Constraints shall set you free?



Descriptive names.



Simplify. Then simplify some more.





Remove duplication, 
even small amounts.



But if it is terse…
won’t it be confusing?





Favor composition 
over inheritance.



https://twitter.com/jezhumble/status/1422965825858772993

https://twitter.com/jezhumble/status/1422965825858772993


Reuse is a byproduct, 
not a rationale!

https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=1620244

https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=1620244


What is the ideal 
length of a function?





Function names indicate the what.



Shorten the distance from 
intent to implementation.



Perfectly fine to have 
a one line function!



Code can read like a 
newspaper article.



Inverted pyramid.



The lead, key facts, background.



Reader decides how in depth 
they want to go.



Reader can stay high level or 
dive into the details.



Code comments.



Should we comment our code?



Are they a code smell?





Violates the DRY Principle.



Don’t Repeat Yourself.



You wrote the code…then 
wrote about the code.



Code should be readable.



Self documenting code?



Expressive languages help!



Smaller surface area FTW.



May want to avoid “magic” 
aspects of languages…



What happens when we 
change the code?



Do we update the comments?



😬



https://mobile.twitter.com/themarcba/status/1367366516044427269

https://mobile.twitter.com/themarcba/status/1367366516044427269


We’re all familiar with the second 
law of thermodynamics…



Otherwise known as a 
teenagers bedroom.



The universe really 
wants to be disordered.



Default to the lower energy state.



The worst comments? 
Code change blocks…



Date, work order, author, 
change description.



If only we had source code 
management tools…



Oh wait.



Some comments are…
less than helpful.



//print out integers 0-99 
for (int i=0; i<100; i++)   
{ 
    System.out.print(i); 
    System.out.print(' '); 
}



Explaining something 
that isn’t obvious.



Though try and simplify the 
code if at all possible!



Thoughts or commentary on a 
very complex algorithm.



In general, if the code needs to 
be explained, rewrite it.



Reminder to our future selves…



We tend to be very expansive in 
what we mean by future.



https://twitter.com/mfeathers/status/9290086320

https://twitter.com/mfeathers/status/9290086320


https://twitter.com/gurlcode/status/1367867319138086929

https://twitter.com/gurlcode/status/1367867319138086929


https://twitter.com/github/status/1367885997527171073

https://twitter.com/github/status/1367885997527171073


https://twitter.com/jaredpalmer/status/1481981571112611843

https://twitter.com/jaredpalmer/status/1481981571112611843


Sometimes a hack works, 
we don’t (yet) know why…



//Magic. Do not touch.



Warnings to future developers.



// Dear maintainer: 
//  
// Once you are done trying to 
//’optimize’ this routine, 
// and have realized what a terrible 
// mistake that was, 
// please increment the following 
// counter as a warning 
// to the next person: 
//  
// total_hours_wasted_here = 42



#truth



//When I wrote this, only  
//God and I understood 
//what I was doing. Now, 
//God only knows.

–Karl Weierstrass



Need a laugh?





If comments are considered 
harmful, what should we do?



Write tests!



Especially more fluent styles.



Behavior Driven Development.





Tests act as the documentation.



Executable specifications!



Stays up to date with 
the code changes.



Comments…not so much.



But what about those 
consuming my services?



They need the generated 
comment docs!



Definitely less smelly than most 
comments, but…



Tests make for better 
documentation.







Again, stays up to date 
with code changes.



And assures us we didn’t 
break a consumer.



Accidental complexity is the 
bane of our existence!



Avoid clever code.



//When I wrote this, only  
//God and I understood 
//what I was doing. Now, 
//God only knows.

–Karl Weierstrass



You will forget.



Don’t take shortcuts.



if (condition) 
  doFoo(); 
  doBar();



Cost me two weeks.



Oops.



Technically, the brackets are 
optional. Technically.



One of many error prone forms.



New rule: always, always, 
always put brackets around ifs.



Always.



Every language has those types 
of things. Avoid them.



What are your coding standards?



Expect some…discussion. 
And that is fair.



People want and need to be heard.



May have to practice 
some influence skills.



How do we get the 
decision makers to buy in?



What techniques can we 
use to influence them?



Outline the benefits.



Find common ground.



Avoid aggression.



Listen.



Have a conversation!



Can be hard to convince people!



Two approaches...







Find the influencers.



Influence the influencers.



— Ms. Frances Willard

“A reform often advances 
most rapidly by indirection.”



Approach as equals.



Rely on the strength of your 
ideas and your reputation.



Your reputation speaks for you 
when you aren’t there.



Not sure what your rep is?



Ask.



May not like the answer…



But you can work to change it.



Find common ground.



Reciprocity rules…



Be helpful.



Be respectful.



Research your ideas.



Use trusted sources.



Recruit credible allies.



Nothing wrong with bringing help!



We have to sell our decisions.





What hill do you want to die on?



Tabs vs. spaces?



Be ruthlessly pragmatic.



Apply linters and other scans to 
ensure they don’t sneak in…



All code is legacy code.



And code inevitably lives 
longer than we expect it to.



https://mobile.twitter.com/themarcba/status/1367366516044427269

https://mobile.twitter.com/themarcba/status/1367366516044427269


😬



https://twitter.com/Grady_Booch/status/1422757825806176257

https://twitter.com/Grady_Booch/status/1422757825806176257


More or less as soon 
as it is committed!



– Ben Solo

“Let the past die. Kill 
it, if you have to.”



It’s always tempting 
to nuke and pave.



Don’t just dismiss existing code.



Have an app that’s delivered 
business value for ten years?



Congratulations!



Pat yourselves on the back.



Legacy tends to be derogatory.



Heritage might be better.



Can be an amazing 
learning opportunity!



https://twitter.com/daliashea/status/1374343674876854273

https://twitter.com/daliashea/status/1374343674876854273


Code reviews.



One of the best ways to learn.



And socialize experience.



We learn from each other.



More eyes on the code is a win!



Consider pair programming! 
Code review while coding…



Can be formal or informal.



Could be as simple as asking a 
colleague to look over something.



Could be on a regular cadence.



Give people time to review, 
block out a couple of hours.



Don’t be snarky!



Focus on the right things.







It can be hard to criticize.



It can be harder to be criticized.



Remember - it isn’t personal.



Well, it shouldn't be.



None of us is perfect.



It’s all about building 
better applications.



“…the only way to make something 
great is to recognize that it might not be 
great yet. Your goal is to find the best 
solution, not to measure your personal 
self-worth by it.”

–Jonas Downey

https://signalvnoise.com/posts/3838-strategies-
for-getting-feedback-and-not-hating-it

https://signalvnoise.com/posts/3838-strategies-for-getting-feedback-and-not-hating-it
https://signalvnoise.com/posts/3838-strategies-for-getting-feedback-and-not-hating-it


https://twitter.com/tucker_dev/status/1357336190446301187

https://twitter.com/tucker_dev/status/1357336190446301187


We’re all on the same team!



It’s about the code, not the coder.



No snark.



No sarcasm.



Be humble.



Ask helpful questions.



Did you consider X? How will 
the code handle Y?



Is X a concern for this solution?



Share your experiences.



A former project ran into…



When you get to X, ping me 
and I’ll help with…



Etc.



Don’t make proclamations!



This won’t scale.



Really? Based on what?



Does that apply here?



Try to sandwich criticism 
with compliments.



Really concerned?



Talk to the developer.



Don’t ambush them!



No one wins there…



Remember, reviews are a 
chance to educate.



“Every single one of us is doing 
the absolute best we can given 
our state of consciousness.”

– Deepak Chopra



Before you get on 
your high horse…



Do you have all the context?



Are there mitigating 
circumstances?



Some background you don’t have?



There may be…constraints.



Keep it to the code.



Stay grounded.



Back it up.



In some instances, “code 
review” is a checkbox.



All code must be reviewed 
before it is committed.



How does that usually work?



“Hey, Jen, can you 
review this for me?”



Click.



Done!



🤔



Defeats the purpose.



What about PRs?



https://twitter.com/searls/status/1370455315246952449

https://twitter.com/searls/status/1370455315246952449


How can you foster trust?



Collective ownership?



Consider a “bug of the week”.



If you run into something 
noteworthy, share it!



Treat everyone with respect.



Do what works.



Do what’s right.



Be kind.



Remember the Golden Rule?



Probably learned it 
in kindergarten.



Treat others as you 
want to be treated.



Write for the developer 
that comes after you.



And again…that developer 
might in fact be you!



What would future you hope to 
find in the code base?



Code is a communication 
mechanism.



To other developers.



Write code that is meant to be read!



Don’t optimize for a compiler.



Be consistent.



Naming things is hard.



But worth the effort.



Legacy code.



You will work with code that 
needs…changing.



Sorry. Comes with the paycheck.



No one get’s it right the first 
time all the time…



Iterate!



Leave the code better 
than you found it.



Do what’s right.



No tests? Write some.



Smelly code? Clean it up.



Beware the arsonist fire fighter.



Tend to elevate the developer that 
“runs into the burning codebase.”



Without acknowledging they may 
have actually started the fire.



Some people…thrive…on it.



“I try to write tests, refactor the 
code, improve things…”



“But my manager wants it done 
fast…like that person…”



Who makes things worse…



Culture kills.



Praise people for doing 
things the right way.



Take the time it takes 
so it takes less time.



– Archilochus

“We don't rise to the level of 
our expectations, we fall to the 
level of our training.”



Understand total 
cost of ownership.



Certain things stand out.





I know it when I see it.





Look for levels of indents!



Odd or old idioms.



Poorly named variables 
and methods.



“Jeff…you named your ship Jeff…”



Anything that makes you go…



🤔



🤨



🤮



🤬



Are there too many comments?





“We don’t go there…”



Low lottery numbers.



“Only Kathy goes into that 
part of the codebase…”



How much of your code is 
covered by tests?



There are tests right?



You can still fail with 
100% code coverage!



Bugs tend to hide where there 
are few or no tests…



Want more code coverage? 
Prominently display coverage stats.



Be careful with metrics.





Link metrics to goals.



Focus on trends.



Favor short time horizons.



Adapt and adjust!



Source code analyzers.



SonarQube, PMD, JDepend, 
CodeScene, CodeRush, Checkstyle.



Using a compiled language?



Don’t just ignore compiler warnings. 
They’re telling you something!



IDEs have built in refactoring 
tools. Leverage them.



Sometimes you have to…
work without a net.



It is stressful. Write tests.



Pair with someone!



Small steps.



Change a bad variable name.



Establish some success.



Pay down a little technical 
debt each day/week.



Don’t neglect the cultural shift.



Culture is where 
good ideas go to die.



All the best practices don’t 
matter if they are ignored.



Practice influence!



Get buy-in from the team.



Expect some…discussion. 
And that is fair.



Educate. Why are we doing this?



Brown bags. Videos. 
Conferences.



Be critical of code. Not people.



Expectations matter.



We won’t ship bad code.



All else fails, write with 
the 3 am rule in mind.



Avoid complexity.



– Charles Mingus

“Anyone can make the simple 
complicated. Creativity is making 
the complicated simple.”



Software is full of complexity.



https://twitter.com/Pinboard/status/761656824202276864

https://twitter.com/Pinboard/status/761656824202276864


Two flavors.



Essential complexity.



What we do is hard!



Domains are challenging…



Can’t do anything about it.



Accidental complexity.



Ways we make things harder.



Overly complicated tools, 
noisy technologies.



Minimize accidental complexity.



All code is legacy code.



And code inevitably lives 
longer than we expect it to.



https://mobile.twitter.com/themarcba/status/1367366516044427269

https://mobile.twitter.com/themarcba/status/1367366516044427269


😬



https://twitter.com/Grady_Booch/status/1422757825806176257

https://twitter.com/Grady_Booch/status/1422757825806176257


Focus on the human.



https://twitter.com/thejenkinscomic/status/1413996755126001675

https://twitter.com/thejenkinscomic/status/1413996755126001675


An ounce of prevention…



Developers come 
and go. Inevitable.



https://twitter.com/loutfi_o/status/1413928976268120066

https://twitter.com/loutfi_o/status/1413928976268120066


Do you have a solid 
onboarding guide?



All the one time setup you…
forget about. Write it down.



How do we share knowledge? 
How do we share values?



Hard problem!



Many teams have nothing.



Or it is really out of date.



Some systems are too formal 
requiring tickets and admins.



🤮



🤬



People just won’t use them.



Low ceremony. Wikis. Etc.



Contact information as well as 
the on call rotation.



Links to helpful things like the repo, 
dashboard link, on call book.



FAQ.



Onboarding/development guide.



Coding standards.



Development pipeline.



Glossary.



Seriously - lots of 
confusion over terms.



–Rich Hickey

“…most of the big problems we have with software are 
problems of misconception. We do not have a good 
idea of what we are doing before we do it. And then, 
go, go, go, go and we do everything.” 



Problems of misconception.



Projects have ample jargon.



Many people won’t ask…
what does that mean?



They’ll just live in the dark.



Whatever helps the 
team understand.



Actively share your knowledge.



Consider a “time capsule”.



Screen cast or podcast of 
what you did and why.



Take advantage of 
standup, retros, pair up.





Grab lunch. Even if it is virtual.



Values matter. “New Rule.”



If all else fails…



Golden rule!



Do it for those that come after you.



We covered a lot of ground today!



We have a ways to go yet!



Nathaniel T. Schutta
@ntschutta

ntschutta.io
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